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The Inter-American Center for Crafts and Popular Arts, CIDAP, is a public
institution dedicated to the promotion of artisan production of excellence
and popular arts from Ecuador, America and the world.

As handicrafts and popular culture are a living legacy of the peoples and
a manifestation of their cultural and productive present, CIDAP, during its
45 years of institutional life, has permanently worked to achieve better life
opportunities for the artisan sector. As a policy for the protection of the
rights of artisans, institutional management has focused on strengthening its
three lines of work: Training, Research and Promotion.





MISSION

The Inter-American Center for Crafts and Popular Arts (CIDAP), is an
institution dedicated to the safeguarding, promotion, development and
enhancement of popular arts and crafts, through promotion, training and
research; constituting an essential element of the cultural heritage of the
Americas people, for the improvement of the quality of life of the artisans
of Ecuador and the Americas.

VISSION

The Inter-American Center for Crafts and Popular Arts (CIDAP), projects
itself to be an institution that actively contributes to the improvement of the
artisan activity and the living conditions of the artisans of the continent;
which also supports and strengthens the manifestations of culture and
popular arts in Ecuador and the Americas.



The deep economic crisis generated as a result of the declaration of the
health emergency caused by the COVID-19 pandemic in the world, has
evidenced and exacerbated the situation of the artisanal sector, which has
been one of the hardest hit, due to the loss of space for the selling and
promotion of its products.

The Inter-American Center for Crafts and Popular Arts - CIDAP, has
implemented a series of initiatives to support the sector, managing
humanitarian aid by local and national government entities in Ecuador,
designing "e-commerce" strategies to generate virtual sales spaces,
artisanal baskets that are being sold through the CIDAP store, a permanent
virtual artisan fair, and a line of weekly virtual meetings and trainings to
strengthen tools, ideas and strategies for the sector in the current context.

COVID-19 PANDEMIC



Photo: Deserted Cuenca in quarantine. Source: El Mercurio newspaper in Cuenca



Public-private partnership to generate income for artisans during the
pandemic. Baskets with various themes and crafts content.

ARTISANAL BASKETS
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ARTISANAL BASKETS



Photo: New Normal. Source: Primicias newspaper



Permanent commercialization space on CIDAP's FB platform. The
buyer contacts the craftsman directly: Products, contacts,
networks, prices.

CIDAP VIRTUAL FAIR



CIDAP VIRTUAL FAIR



Photo: Cuenca businesses, between hope and bankruptcy. Source: El Mercurio newspaper in Cuenca



Permanent space for the transmission of knowledge, tools, and experiences
through virtual platforms, linking the entire continent. In addition to training, and
thanks to the participation of experts, professionals, and artisans from all over the
region, this space has been considered as a meeting place of mutual
strengthening in difficulty. CIDAP, still in a virtual way, remains the home of
artisans.

TRAINING
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The different virtual spaces have had an important reception, the
participation has varied between 45 and 150 participants. The
generation of virtual spaces has made it possible to reach artisans
from all over the country and the continent, knowing their problems,
ideas and needs directly. The active participation of artisans has
given way to multiple reflections and project proposals related to
the economic reactivation of the sector, public policies,
associativity, community organization and marketing strategies.

Likewise, a number of training spaces have been generated in
various techniques and trades, benefiting not only the assistants but
also the artisans who have shared their knowledge.

To date, there are more than 1,500 direct beneficiaries between
attendees and workshop knowledge transmitters in these spaces.

TRAINING





After an arduous work of planning and production, coordinated with
the security entities and the emergency operations committee of the
city of Cuenca, even despite the economic and health restrictions
derived from the pandemic, a meeting of artisan excellence was
held to give continuation of the Artesanías de América Festival,
which has been taking place for 18 years in the city of Cuenca with
the participation of artisans from all over the continent and from
various parts of the world. This year, there was an encounter of 74
artisans, cooperatives and artisan associations who for 4 days sold
their products under the strictest biosanitary standards.

Sales of around $ 60,000.00 (Sixty thousand dollars) were generated,
which allowed improving the economic situation of the participating
artisans.

HANDCRAFT EXCELLENCE FESTIVAL









CIDAP HANDCRAFT EXCELLENCE MEDAL
Since 2016, the Inter-American Center for Crafts and Popular
Arts – CIDAP has organized the “CIDAP Handcraft excellence
medal”.

Since this year, there is a medal awarded in the context of the
International Handcraft Fair Handcrafts of the Americas, and 5
other medals:

-Legacy Excellence Medal (Artisan family with at least 3
generations)
-Tradition Excellence Medal
-Community
-Design & Innovation
-Great Masters of Handcraft







CUENCA, WCC - World Cafts City 
The Inter-American Center for Crafts and Popular Arts – CIDAP had a
predominant role in the designation of Cuenca, Ecuador as a WCC
Crafts City, by working hand by hand with the local administration,
the artisans. and the WCC.

It lead and coordinated the elaboration of the application file,
followed up the coming of the juries, designed the qualification route
and managed the organization of the city councils application
comitee.





CHRISTMASS BAZAR
The Inter-American Center for Crafts and Popular Arts – CIDAP is
always looking for commercial spaces that may allow artisans to
improve their quality of life. Christmas is an opportunity for artisans to
sell their work so we close the year with a Bazaar that will allow 27
artisans from 3 different provinces to commercialize their products.





“The easiest thing is to do nothing, however we will do
whatever we can to improve the quality of life for
artisans.

It would be better if they judge us for everything we
did, than judge us for having stood idly by. “

Fausto Ordoñez – Excecutive Director of CIDAP



Thank You


